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The “Double Triangle” Paradigm:
National Redemption in Bi-generational Love Triangles
From Agnon to Oz

YAEL HALEVI-WISE

ABSTRACT
This paper examines a dominant plot structure in Israeli fiction, where two
generations mired in dysfunctional love triangles are historicized in relation to each
other through a shared lover. Suggesting that this plot pattern is so prominent in
Hebrew fiction that we can approach it as a distinctive national paradigm, this
study argues that the paradigm’s significance has less to do with oedipalized
representations of neurotic youth seeking parent substitutes than with a negotiation
of national redemption staged between two generations who vie for the interpreta-tion and control of historical processes. Through the figure of the shared lover,
second-generation characters evaluate their options in light of past expectations,
tracing a nutshell history of modern Zionism from its initial rejection of messianic
yearnings to an ongoing reassessment of the demands of statehood. The paradigm’s
capacity to encapsulate such a vital history-in-the-making explains why this
specific plot structure has been so attractive to Hebrew writers during an extended
period of national formation and consolidation.

“What would now be if my mother had married Mazal? What would have
become of me?”
—Tirtza in S. Y. Agnon’s B’dmey yameha

“Mommy’s face went white . . . I managed to speak. . . . How can you say
there wasn’t another choice and that was the only choice?”
—Dafi in A. B. Yehoshua’s Hame’ahev
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“I of all people had to repair the past, since it was broken I was broken
too. . . . But how can one mend the past without knowing it? It’s hard
enough to accept that the future is unknown.”
—Ya’ara in Z. Shalev’s Ÿayey ahavah

S

o prevalent in Israeli fiction that we can define it as a distinctive
national paradigm, the plot structure explored in this essay presents a
negotiation between two generations vying for the interpretation and

control of historical processes. This negotiation is conducted through the figure of
a shared lover, who represents elements discarded by one generation only to resur-face as a troublesome inheritance for the next. Characterizing canonical texts such
as Moshe Shamir’s Hu halakh basadot (He Walked through the Fields), Amos Oz’s
Menuÿah nekhonah (A Perfect Peace), or A. B. Yehoshua’s Mar Mani (Mr. Mani),
this same plot scheme can be found in highbrow novels, including Ÿaim Be’er’s
Notzot (Feathers), Miron Izakson’s Neshotav shel Natan (Nathan and His Wives), or
Ruth Almog’s Shorshey avir (Roots of Light), as well as in many popular works of
fiction, albeit in a looser fashion, as in Yehudit Katzir’s Hineh ani matÿilah (Dearest
Anne), Meir Shalev’s Keyamim aÿadim (The Loves of Judith), or Sami Michael’s
Shavim veshavim yoter (All Are Equal, but Some Are More).
The structure explored in this article occasionally appears in universal litera-ture, including diasporic Jewish fiction.1 Yet in Israeli fiction, the paradigm recurs
with such frequency, prominence, and intensity that we must ask ourselves the
following: Why is the bi-generational double triangle structure so prevalent and
dominant? What about this pattern appeals to Israeli writers? How is it useful to
them? What conceptions of Israeli history emerge from and suit this particular
paradigm? Is this plot pattern fundamental to Israeli fiction?
In Israeli fiction, the bi-generational double triangle structure can be found across
literary generations that, despite significant caveats, continue to be strategically differen-tiated as Dor Hapalmaÿ (Shamir), Dor Hamedina/New Wave (Yehoshua, Oz), New
Feminist Writing (Shalev), and Modernizing Traditionalist/Unclassifiable (Agnon).2
The paradigm itself invites us to trace a struggle between generations, observing the
imprint of one generation upon the next, and an anxiety of influence. However, its very
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recurrence among different “periods” suggests that a preoccupation with historicized
patterns of loss and substitution transcends, and therefore erases, conventional divisions
in Israeli literary history.
Rather than offer an inventory or typology of intergenerational love-triangle
plots in Hebrew fiction, this preliminary investigation emphasizes the paradigm’s
historiosophic contours, especially as they appear in the redemptive anxieties of
two generations whose social and sexual choices are crystalized through the figure
of a shared lover. It is actually through this shared lover that the second generation
evaluates its options against past expectations, a pattern that evokes a nutshell
history of modern Zionism, first in its hallmark rejection of messianic yearnings
and then in subsequent readjustments to the expectations and demands of state-hood. Indeed, the “double triangle” paradigm has been so attractive to Hebrew
authors during a protracted period of national formation and consolidation because
of its capacity to encapsulate a history-in-the-making in which a family’s biolog-ical and ideological continuity is always at stake.
I believe that the paradigm itself was forged in the Diaspora, through Agnon’s
conflation of biblical and Freudian motifs as they were interwoven in his 1923
novella B’dmey yameha.3 Although the present essay reveals how widely that early
text resonates across contemporary Israeli fiction, it also insists that Agnon’s
imprint upon Hebrew writers cannot be attributed merely to literary influence.
Still, B’dmey yameha’s extraordinary influence invites us to ponder why it resonates
so deeply among Israeli authors and to further investigate how they have each
modified Agnon’s concerns.
In an extended analysis of B’dmey yameha, A. B. Yehoshua admitted that
Israeli writers “have pulled threads of gold out of this novella and used them to
weave their own varied and various stories.”4 But although many writers and
scholars readily acknowledge the importance of this master text, if only by alluding
in passing to similarities between it and any number of contemporary works, it has
yet to receive attention commensurate with its impact upon the Israeli literary
tradition. A compact, almost cryptic tale, B’dmey yameha recounts Tirtza’s marriage
to a man her mother loved yet exchanged for Tirtza’s father. Without entering
into details yet, we may note that in this work, the love triangle of one generation
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(Leah–Akavia–Mintz) is repeated in the next (Tirtza–Akavia–Landau), with one
character (Akavia) linking both triangles.
Perhaps it is not surprising to find this scheme replicated in works by Yehoshua
and Oz, who in essays and interviews have repeatedly expressed their appreciation for
Agnon, singling out B’dmey yameha for special attention.5 It is likewise logical to find
strands of Agnon’s work in younger authors engaged with canonical Hebrew literature,
if only to subvert it, as does Zeruya Shalev in Ÿayey ahavah (1997), where two dysfunc-tional generations are again linked by a shared lover. It is rather surprising, however, to
find the same scheme shaping works of the Palmaÿ period, which we are accustomed to
associate with ideological agendas rather than with the intertextual aesthetics favored by
Dor Hamedina/New Wave authors.6 Nevertheless, the principal novel of the Palmaÿ
period, Moshe Shamir’s Hu halakh basadot (1947), likewise hangs its ideological message
upon a love triangle in one generation (Rutka–Avraham–Vily), followed by a similar
triangulation in the next generation (Vily–Mika–Uri). In Shamir’s book, Uri’s father,
Vily, is the shared lover.
Although Hu halakh basadot might seem to have little in common with Zeruya
Shalev’s erotic bestseller Ÿayey ahavah, they share a common lineage that histori-cizes a preoccupation with national redemption through the figure of a lover who
links and differentiates two conflicted generations. This lineage juxtaposes biblical
and Freudian patterns of loss and substitution, consistently articulated through an
historiosophic rhetoric of atonement and redemption, which in contemporary
Israeli fiction has acquired a sociopolitical secular expression.7
In every case discussed below, a lover facilitates the second generation’s introspec-tion, setting in motion a readjustment of hopes and disappointments inherited from the
past. The fact that this negotiation is always articulated through a highly charged rhet-oric of atonement and redemption, which this paper emphasizes, clues us to a possible
explanation for the paradigm’s prevalence in Hebrew fiction. In effect, the bi-genera-tional, double love triangle paradigm reflects the foundational trajectory of modern
Zionism from its practical redefinition of messianic redemption through its continuing
adjustments to the ideals and pressures of statehood. In Hebrew fiction, these redemp-tive adjustments take the form of an “inherited” lover who draws two or more genera-tions into a review of their expectations and disappointments.
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MISSING SONS AND SHARED LOVERS
A salient feature of the double love triangle paradigm is its persistent connection to a
shared lover and a missing child, whom the lover replaces in various ways. This replace-ment occurs at the levels of symbol and plot, in a fashion that resonates with the biblical
story of Isaac’s binding. Not every threatened or missing child in Hebrew fiction justi-fies an ’akedaic analysis, to be sure.8 Yet any likely connotation is reinforced by the
importance that leading authors such as Shamir and Yehoshua have ascribed to ’akedaic
motifs in their own fiction and criticism. Furthermore, while acknowledging Agnon’s
B’dmey yameha as a master text, Yehoshua interprets this novella as an ’akedaic binding
of Tirtza to her father’s guilt.
In each of the canonical and popular examples cited above, the shared lover’s
deepest function lies in his (’akedaically inflected) entanglement with a child who
is conspicuously missing. Precisely because of this entanglement with a missing
child, the shared lover is able to filter a family’s anxieties about biological and ideo-logical continuity. The paradigm’s capacity to evoke the national in the personal,
and the historical within intimate family tensions, again suggests that this plot
scheme appeals widely to Israeli authors because it offers a nutshell history-in-themaking in which the ideological and physical survival of every generation is a
pressing concern.
One of the most productive ways to think about the shared-lover motif in
connection with a missing child is through Yael Feldman’s disentanglement of
confused oedipal and ’akedaic strands in Hebrew literature and criticism. Feldman
discovered that across Israeli literature and scholarship, decontextualized ’akedaic
features have been routinely superimposed upon an Oedipus complex in a manner
that disguises oedipal conflict as ’akedaic anxiety.9 It is obvious that a lover who
functions as a parent substitute—a lover who is shared actually or symbolically
between two generations—represents primary aspects of the oedipal complex.
From this perspective the intergenerational double triangle paradigm reflects an
extended oedipal situation. However, Israeli double triangle plots tend to subli-mate a family’s preoccupation with a missing child into sexualized generational
tension, represented by a shared lover. It is through the figure of this shared lover,
then, that each family’s ongoing quest for redemption is carried out.
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The double triangle’s systematic juxtaposition of decontextualized ’akedaic
elements upon oedipal substitutions intrinsic to any intergenerational love affair
offers an important illustration of what Feldman has identified as a confusion of
oedipal and ’akedaic strands in Israeli culture. The apparent harmony between
father and son in the original ’akedaic story is here dislocated to accommodate an
oedipalized mode of generational conflict in which personal and national redemp-tion are still at stake, as they are in the biblical myth. This, of course, was the story
that Agnon told . . . repeatedly.
*

* *

The double triangle plot in Israeli fiction does not occur as a side issue. It drives count-less Israeli novels from opening to resolution, far exceeding the use of bi-generational
love triangles in universal fiction. If this paradigm is indeed an obsession in Israeli litera-ture, then its relevance must be explored beyond the psychocultural function of triadic
patterns inherent to the novel as a genre.10 For example, Amos Oz’s Makom aÿer (Else-where, Perhaps; 1965) features an unlikely lover straddling two generations whose
unstable family life stems from an earlier love triangle that sets in motion the novel’s
tension between Diaspora and Zion.
A variation of this scheme appears in Yehoshua’s Hame’ahev (1977), where
the love triangles of two generations are linked through a series of symbolic substi-tutions that point to different options in contemporary Jewish history. Grudgingly
returning to collect an Israeli inheritance after a long sojourn in the Diaspora,
Hame’ahev’s Gabriel Arditti replaces Adam and Asya’s lost child, Yigal, whose very
name derives from ge’ulah (redemption). When Gabriel is also lost, Adam and
Asya’s daughter obtains a lover of her own, the Arab boy Na’im, who functions as
yet another substitute for the unredeemable Yigal, as well as a rival for a second
Yigal that stands for genuine, yet banal, normalization. In Oz’s Menuÿah nekhonah
(1982), the arrival of Azaria Gitlin offers an opportunity to make amends for the
cruel expulsion of Benya Trotsky years earlier. Azaria frees Yonatan and his
parents from a conflicted obsession with the past and enables Rimmona to achieve
the fertile potential of her name. Even Mar Mani’s (1990) oedipal conflict, as
revealed in that novel’s final conversation, presents a love triangle repeated through
filicide and incest in the next generation. It is worth noting, moreover, that apart
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from the missing child in Menuÿah nekhonah, all the shared lovers and missing
children in these examples are male.
My analysis of Agnon’s novella and four Israeli variations emphasizes their
similar historiosophic preoccupation with patterns of loss and substitution, articu-lated in every case through a rhetoric of atonement and redemption that binds a
missing child to a lover who is shared actually or symbolically between two genera-tions. Yehoshua’s ’akedaic interpretation of Agnon’s master text illustrates how the
oedipal features of B’dmey yameha are haunted by ’akedaic motifs. This suggests, in
turn, that Agnon may not only be the propagator of the double triangle paradigm
in Hebrew fiction; he may be in large measure responsible for the widespread
confusion between oedipal tensions and ’akedaic motifs that Israeli writers have in
turn disseminated.

B R EAC H E D C O NTRACTS: AG N O N’S B’DMEY YAMEHA
Among Israeli intellectuals, A. B. Yehoshua and Amos Oz have devoted the most
intense critical attention to B’dmey yameha, publishing detailed analyses of its
patterns of loss and substitution, which Oz reads as a confusion of identities and
Yehoshua interprets as an ’akedaic binding of Tirtza to Akavia, motivated by
Mintz’s guilt over Leah’s death. In contrast to Yehoshua, Oz does not stress the
historiosophic elements of Agnon’s text. Yet when he notes that the disturbing
ending of the text compels readers “to return to the opening, to reexamine, as it
were, the fine print of the contract,”11 he directs our attention to an historiosophi-cally inflected reappraisal of the past that characterizes all double triangle plots in
Hebrew fiction from Agnon onward.
Even in the text’s opening gambit, Tirtza’s private emotions are projected onto an
historicized national sphere, as the memory of Leah’s voice evokes in her a yearning for
the fallen Temple of Jerusalem: “[M]y mother’s words were few. But when she spoke it
was as though limpid wings spread forth and led me to the Hall of Blessing [heikhal
habrakhah].”12 Agnon’s use of the term heikhal, preceded by a reference to the wings that
graced the Temple’s entrance, leaves no doubt about this intended allusion.13 The fine
print of the novel’s opening “contract” thus anticipates the historiosophic parameters of
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its pivotal Mizraÿ sequence—the two scenes involving a tapestry that marks the direc-tion of prayer toward Zion—in which the mother and daughter graft the terms of a
national covenant onto their private romantic contracts.
During this Mizraÿ sequence, which operates as the narrative’s eroticized epicenter,
Leah and then Tirtza declare themselves to Akavia by ostensibly calling upon the same
transcendental Zionist longing. What is interesting here, however, is that the nature of
their desires changes surreptitiously during the generational transition. For while Leah
attaches herself to Akavia by expressing yearning for divine wholeness, Tirtza’s feelings
for him are mediated by Leah’s absence.14 The quest for harmony and redemption fails
in both generations, giving way to a canonized cycle of introspection, judgment, and
deferred redemption that reaches a crescendo through Agnon’s references to the liturgy
of the High Holidays.
From Akavia’s diary, Tirtza learns that her grandfather had displayed the
following inscription in his home, marking the direction of prayer toward Zion:
Blessed be he who shall not forsake Thee
And he who shall cleave unto Thee.
For those who seek Thee shall not fail
Nor shall they be put to shame
Those who seek and dwell within Thee.15
This uncharacteristic text for a Mizraÿ derives from a prayer read during the Musaf
service on the first day of Rosh Hashanah, atah zokher ma’aseh ’olam . . . (You remember
deeds done in the universe . . .). The allusion to the High Holiday liturgy thus under-scores the atmosphere of commitment, remembrance, and judgment that suffuses
B’dmey yameha.
From Akavia’s diary, Tirtza further discovers (as does the reader) that this
inscription played a memorable role in Leah and Akavia’s courtship, which was
cemented during the holiday season. For it was when they were decorating the
Sukkah that
a ring loosened and fell from one of the Mizraÿ’s corners. Leah took the
ring and slipped it on my finger. She then proceeded to untie the crimson
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ribbon fastened to her locks and using the ribbon secured the Mizraÿ
tapestry to the wall, reading out loud, “Blessed be he who shall not
forsake Thee.” I read on, “And he who shall cleave unto Thee.” Suddenly
we both blushed. . . . And we thanked God for exalting us toward love.”16
Given that the Mizraÿ’s inscription reinforces a national covenant passed from
generation to generation, Leah and Akavia’s appropriation of its terms for their
romance raises the stakes of their engagement, which now adopts the form of a
marriage ceremony that God himself is called upon to witness. Following the
course of a traditional Jewish wedding, Leah and Akavia’s private ceremony takes
place in a Sukkah that doubles as a ÿupah, and includes a ring, vows, and a refer-ence to the destroyed temple expressed through the Mizraÿ rather than through
the customary shattered glass. Leah says, “Blessed be he who shall not forsake
Thee”; however, her thoughts turn from the prayer’s intended recipient to her own
private beloved, upon whose finger she brazenly slips a ring. Akavia accepts Leah’s
challenge when he responds, “And he who shall cleave unto Thee.” Indeed, Akavia
cleaves unto Leah, never becoming involved with another woman—no Rachel
after this Leah—until her own daughter reenacts the private marriage ceremony in
an attempt to diminish the tragic consequences of its breaching.
Eighteen years after the first ill-fated pledge, Tirtza finds the Mizraÿ tapestry
that mediated Leah and Akavia’s private engagement. On her way to “repair” it,
she meets Akavia Mazal, who asks,
“What is that book?” I removed the paper and . . . unwound the string
which I had twined round my hand after our last meeting. . . . I fastened
the string to the Mizraÿ and hung it on the wall. Mazal stared in
astonishment. I read what was written . . . “Blessed be he who shall not
forsake Thee.” Mazal bowed his head. I blushed and my eyes filled with
tears. Suddenly I longed to cry out: you have brought upon me this
shame!17
Tirtza’s failed attempt to rekindle Akavia’s romantic love functions here as a bril-liant narrative palimpsest that historicizes two heightened moments of thwarted
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desire. This second time, Akavia remains silent and the young woman’s daring
venture shames her. For whereas Leah and Akavia blush in self-conscious unison,
Tirtza blushes alone, enveloped by the feeling that the inscription promises to
cancel: “Nor shall they be put to shame / Those who seek and dwell within Thee.”
While Leah had hoped to dwell in God through Akavia, Tirtza seeks to recapture
a pure love for her mother through Akavia. Yet even the repetition of her mother’s
very words fails to evoke the earlier excitement of those “limpid wings” spreading
forth toward a far and fallen hall of blessing.
The tragic separation that Tirtza seeks to repair parallels the Mizraÿ’s role as a
reminder of a sundered national heart and body, for the function of a Mizraÿ is to
remind Jews to direct their thoughts to Jerusalem even if their bodies are “on the
edge of the West”—an exhortation reinforced by well-known psalms such as “If I
forget thee, O Jerusalem” (a far more common Mizraÿ inscription than the prayer
fragment employed by Agnon in this story). The tension between Zion and Dias-pora, which surfaces through the pivotal position that Agnon assigns to the novel’s
Mizraÿ sequence, draws attention to the impressive way in which his “‘negotiation
with Jewish history is obvious in every line.”18
Set in the last decade of the nineteenth century, at a time when a choice
between Diaspora and Zion was starting to become a tangible option, an explicit
dimension of Zionist revival appears in this story through Tirtza’s Hebrew teacher
Segal, whose “eloquent . . . visions of the land of Israel”19 stop short of drawing
Tirtza to Landau, the young and wealthy suitor who functions as an antithesis to
Akavia.20 Landau’s hazy Zionism is the road not taken—a choice not even fully
discussed, yet it hovers in the background of the story through strategic references
to the patterns of loss and substitution that are woven into the historical, struc-tural, ritual, and psychological levels of Agnon’s text.21
Commenting on the epilogue of Agnon’s ambiguously Zionistic novel ’Tmol
shilshom (Only Yesterday), Dan Miron observes that Agnon promises that “what
was ‘spoiled’ or ‘ruined’ in the generation of the protagonists will be righted in the
next generation.” However, Miron continues, such a reconstruction is never
fulfilled in any of Agnon’s fictional works.22 B’dmey yameha’s “sequel,” Sipur pashut
(A Simple Story), likewise fails to correct Barukh Me’ir’s broken promises through
Hirshl and Blume’s romance. Although in Sipur pashut Tirtza and Akavia’s home
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serves as a haven for Blume when she flees Hirshl’s indecisiveness, it is unclear
whether the Mazals represent a successful alternative to Blume–Hirshl–Mina’s
and Mirl–Ts’iril–Barukh Me’ir’s genealogical breaches of faith. Agnon’s refusal to
provide clear-cut closure stems from his reluctance to reconcile traditional religious
injunctions with modern generic choices, for, as Miron observes, a complete
“voyage from the tradition of Jewish pious literature to that of the European
novel . . . would have constituted a major capitulation as well.”23
All of Agnon’s historicized love triangles are hence grounded in a preoccupa-tion with national redemption, which even when pared down to a symbol of prac-tical responsibilities still cannot be solved in the private sphere. No atonement is
sufficient and no redemption is fully achieved by Agnon’s characters. Although
Tirtza marries her mother’s intended and also hastens to include her own father in
the newlyweds’ hearth, we are nonetheless presented at the end with a teasing
resolution that challenges the eroticized atonement of Tirtza’s desire, which is
suddenly recast as a failed attempt to repair irreparable loss.
By applying holy terms to the love lives of Leah, Akavia, and Tirtza, Agnon
contextualizes the mutability of human contacts within a spiritual, yet teleological,
national contract. The inscription embroidered on the Mizraÿ in B’dmey yameha
derives from a prayer that marks a “process of judgment, which requires a precise
recollection of everything that has taken place in the past, an understanding of the
present situation of those being judged, and an insight into their future potential
and the effect that judgment will have upon them and others.”24 Indeed, Agnon’s
historicization of B’dmey yameha’s love affairs delays judgment; for here each
generation struggles anew to repair loss through substitution, while redemption is
endlessly deferred.
The symbolic dynamic of loss and substitution that we traced through
Agnon’s Mizraÿ sequence extends also to B’dmey yameha’s seminal entanglement
between a missing child and a shared lover, who enables the family to revisit its
loss. As noted earlier, the connection between a missing child and an historicized
lover occurs regularly in double triangle plots after Agnon, and is invariably articu-lated as a reconsideration of redemptive hopes such as we traced through the
Mizraÿ sequence.
In Agnon’s novella, Akavia Mazal is presented as the legitimate replacement
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for Leah’s brother, who was unwittingly sacrificed to the cruel injustice of a local
overlord. The story of how this brother was lost, along with an account of the loss
of the family’s wealth, appears at the beginning of Akavia’s diary; consequently,
the reader cannot help associating Akavia’s accommodation in Leah’s household
with a fortuitous replacement of the missing son. Yet since the diminution of the
family’s wealth accompanies the death of their child, an ideal restitution would
provide material security along with the “biological” replacement. Agnon, however,
tricks us into separating these requirements by telling us virtually nothing about
the claims of Akavia’s rival, Mintz—except that his wealth evidently failed to save
Leah—while showing us a great deal about Akavia’s background. Since we are
aware from the start that Mintz’s wealth failed to keep Leah in good health, as her
father had hoped, we are conditioned to regard Mintz as a misguided replacement
for the family’s lost money, while Akavia appears not only as the entitled groom
but also as a rightful replacement for the keener loss of a son.
Although the death of Leah’s brother results from his father’s misjudgment
of an opponent’s power—in this case a corrupt power that represents the cruelties
of diasporic history—the boy’s death in itself does not evoke ’akedaic connota-tions. Still, if we view Akavia as a potential replacement for this child, then
’akedaic connotations arise in a way that knocks the Mizraÿ’s negotiation of
redemptive yearnings against the ’akedah’s grand promise of national responsibility
and redemption. In Jewish tradition, the ’akedah dramatizes a moment of judg-ment in which everything that has happened in the past and may happen in the
future is at stake. As a centerpiece of the Rosh Hashanah service, the ’akedah
evokes the same narrative arc that is expressed in the ma’ase olam prayer, as
described above. Lost to many of us today, these details were alive in the imagina-tion of a writer steeped in the daily and yearly cycles of Jewish practice.
Furthermore, Agnon’s explicit echoes of the ’akedah’s vocabulary in Tirtza’s
charged hineni (here I am) and bito yeÿidato (his daughter; his only one) led A. B.
Yehoshua to interpret B’dmey yameha as a subconscious binding of Tirtza to her
father’s guilt over a loss that he could not stave off.25 However, Agnon’s entangle-ment of oedipal and ’akedaic tensions in this story actually reverses the ’akedah’s
original transformation of a private covenant into national redemptive promises,
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as here we are shown that any appropriation of the national teleology for private
contracts consistently thwarts the expected success.
In contemporary Israeli novels by Yehoshua and others, the motif revealing a
connection between an historicized lover and a missing child is stronger and more
obvious than in Agnon’s master text. Yet the pattern of loss and substitution,
particularly involving the replacement of a lost child by a jilted lover, continues to
be conveyed through a strident rhetoric of atonement and redemption that shuttles
between private affairs and national concerns. A focus on Shamir’s Hu halakh
basadot, Yehoshua’s Hame’ahev, Oz’s Menuÿah nekhonah, and Shalev’s Ÿayey
ahavah serves to highlight their representation of private atonement and national
redemption through “entanglements” between a missing child and a lover shared,
actually or symbolically, between two conflicted generations. Through the figure
of the shared lover, each generation evaluates its options in the light of past
choices. This vital history-in-the-making, in which biological and ideological
continuity are always at stake and national anxieties are projected onto a micro-cosmic plane, explains why Agnon’s paradigm remained so useful to Israeli novel-ists during a protracted period of national consolidation.

DOU B LE TRIANG LE P LOTS: B ETW E E N ATON E M E NT AN D RE DE M PTION
Second-generation protagonists in Israeli double triangles—unlike their Agnonian
ancestor Tirtza—usually have more than one chance to repair their parents’ dysfunc-tional heritage. This is not the case, however, in Shamir’s Hu halakh basadot (1947), a
classical Palmaÿ novel that along with its adaptations for the theater and cinema had
great impact on Israel’s cultural imagination. As adumbrated in the epigraphs heading
this essay, when second-generation characters realize that their choices are constrained
by inherited historical factors, they launch into quests to investigate problematic deci-sions from their parents’ past. In the course of such quests, they engage with elements
their parents discarded, which nonetheless continue to hover over the family’s life,
demanding attention. Whether symbolically, as in Hame’ahev and Menuÿah nekhonah,
or concretely as in B’dmey yameha or Ÿayey ahavah, these discarded elements become
embodied in the form of a lover who straddles two generations.
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The role of Vily as the pivotal shared lover in Hu halakh basadot was mini-mized both by Shamir’s own 1948 adaptation of his novel to the stage, and practi-cally elided altogether in Yosef Millo’s 1967 film. But in the original novel, the
sexually experienced Mika musters courage to knock on Vily’s door with the inten-tion of offering herself to him, and only when she discovers that he is unavailable
does she switch her attention to Vily’s son Uri, who along with everyone else on
the kibbutz is well aware that Mika adores his father. This sexual competition
compounds Uri’s feelings of inadequacy related to Vily’s exploits as a pioneer,
soldier, farmer, and national hero.
The novel’s preface, presented from Vily’s point of view, announces Uri’s
accidental death in the same breath that it exposes an erotic sequence of fantasies
about Mika: “What happened? What was going on under Uri’s smiles and Mika’s
gazes? Did you ever hear their nightly talk? . . . Was Uri sure of himself, manly,
able? . . . What is Mika? A woman? A girl. . . . naked? How is she as a woman, as
a lover? . . . And how was Uri as a man?”26 By contrast, the novel’s final word is
Vily, uttered by Mika during the tragic scene in which she alone ignores the fact
that she will never see Uri again.
If Shamir’s Vily had been merely an alternative love interest for Uri’s girl-friend, the novel would be presenting an intergenerational love triangle, quite
common in world fiction. Yet Vily’s entanglement with a threatened child at
different junctures in this novel manifests a more complicated motif, showing a
sequence of loss and substitution, atonement and redemption, all cast over a crucial
period of national formation that Shamir strove to portray even as he was living it.
In a retrospective evaluation of her relationship with Vily, Uri’s mother,
Rutka, attributes the collapse of her marriage to an atonement for her betrayal of
kibbutz values when she withdrew with baby Uri to Tel Aviv during the settle-ment’s hardest years. The memory of Rutka’s flight to the city not only colors her
subsequent relationship with the kibbutz, but also seeps into the intimacy of her
marital life in a way that eventually proves counterproductive to Uri’s safety:
It seemed to us that to make up for our sin against the kibbutz—my
sin—we were obligated to sacrifice our inner property. Because of this,
Vily threw himself into his crazy activism—from mission to mission,
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from duty to duty, and nobody in the kibbutz said, enough! And thus I
sank into work and silence, without daring to demand what was due to
our lives or their family element. Thus, no child followed Uri. And thus, I
allowed Vily to roam for years with a feeling of binding sacrifice to atone
for two three quiet bourgeois years in Tel Aviv [my emphasis].27
That the couple did not produce other children—“Thus, no child followed Uri”—is
reinforced when Vily visits his aging mother in Tel Aviv, and an old grocer, recalling
Vily’s wife and son, inquires, “surely there are others, praised be God, hah?”28 The
conspicuous absence of further children, which Rutka attributes to a protracted atone-ment for her betrayal of kibbutz values, exacerbates the family’s tragedy beyond Uri’s
death and Mika’s threat to abort Uri’s seed.
Rutka’s evaluation of her life’s choices occurs after she has taken a lover,
unwittingly implicating Vily in two simultaneous love triangles involving two
generations. For Uri, who above all desires a stable family life and a bit of intimacy
with his father, this situation becomes unbearably confusing, leading to his quasisuicide within the framework of a national battle for survival.
Until the current overhaul of national “myths,” Hu halakh basadot had been
interpreted as reflecting an optimistic harmonization of personal and collective
spheres,29 even though an attentive reading of the text could have easily revealed a
complex and ambivalent portrayal of psychological antecedents and thwarted
redemptive yearnings similar to those characterizing B’dmey yameha. Like his
literary forerunner and successors—Tirtza, Dafi, Yonatan, and Ya’ara—Uri’s exis-tential questions are directed toward his parents’ past: “Why did mother leave the
kibbutz for two years? Perhaps Vily ceased to love her at that time? . . . What did
Vily seek in his voyages? . . . What was the truth? How were these things in flesh
and blood?”30 Yet unlike his forerunner and successors in the double-triangle para-digm, Uri never receives answers to his questions.
Uri becomes so muddled when the nation’s pressing needs conflict with his
desire for family stability that when death is again a threat, he courts it. It may
seem, on the surface, that Uri, like Tirtza, merely binds himself to his parents’
redemptive yearnings by offering up his life to their mutual national cause.
However, when we examine Uri’s choices through his mother’s retrospective
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musings, we realize that his death results from a long series of ideological fissures
that have imprinted themselves upon him via his parents’ stunted romance, driving
him to escape both life and romance. As is the case with Amichai’s Jerusalemites,
this “new Hebrew” upon whom so many hopes were placed turns out to be already
“worn out by history . . . slightly damaged.”31 It would have been fitting for Uri,
rather than for Vily, to retain a marker of the (diasporic) past in his name, for Uri’s
tragedy stems precisely from his inability to transcend past sorrows and yearnings.
It has been remarked that Shamir’s novel dramatizes a conflict between
personal and national demands at a crucial time of national formation. Uri’s father
does not acknowledge a split in his own personal and collective spheres until it
becomes too late to balance them. Uri, by contrast, feels this split so keenly that he
propels himself desperately toward one of the axes, and dies in a pathetic training
accident chalked up to the struggle for national redemption. As Nurit Gertz notes,
the cinematic adaptations of Shamir’s novel have systematically raised the profile
of Uri’s heroism, downplaying the original death scene, which has been called
“either a useless death or suicide.”32 Yet in inverse proportion to their aggrandize-ment of Uri’s heroism, Shamir’s 1948 play and Millo’s film diminish Mika’s
involvement with Uri’s father, thus underscoring that Uri’s ultimate escape is
connected with his inability to live up to his father’s image in Mika’s eyes.
In each case, however, Uri’s death is represented as a tragedy softened by the
imminent birth of his child with Mika. But what kind of tragedy does his death
represent? For the nation, Uri’s death is a painful loss at a crucial juncture in Jewish
history. For Uri himself, death allows for an ambiguous solution to his family
problems and limited choices. For Mika, Uri’s death ironically improves her posi-tion on the kibbutz, for along with their child, she will now occupy the special
place that Uri enjoyed in the collective’s heart. His death further cements Mika’s
relationship with Vily, to whom she is now attached by family ties. Rutka, on the
other hand, who once compromised her status with the collective in order to
protect her young son and thereafter atoned for this ideological breach of contract,
suffers the worse loss. The depth of her tragedy stems from her life-long attempt
to avert precisely this loss. By contrast, Vily’s tragedy (like that of Oedipus) is one
of sudden and belated awareness.
This nuanced distinction between degrees of tragedy is one that Shamir
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himself defined in an attempt to distinguish between Oedipus’ recognition of his
bitter fate and Abraham’s test during the ’akedah. According to Shamir, Oedipus’
recognition is sudden while Abraham’s potential tragedy is exacerbated by a full
consciousness of his test.33 From this perspective, Uri’s tragedy merges Oedipus’
epiphany with Abraham’s test: for having tried (and failed) to be his own father,
Uri turns the “knife” upon his own split self. Vily, on the other hand, is too busy
with the nation to take full stock of the test of fatherhood. Only Rutka measures
up to Abraham’s pathos. Alterman’s poem, which Shamir chose as the epigraph of
his novel and the source for its title, marks Rutka’s tragedy as a perpetual yet inef-fective attempt to dispel the awareness of loss: “I am sewing for him a holiday
tunic / He walks in the fields / He will come over here / In his heart a lead bullet”
[my emphasis].

YE HOSH UA’S AN D OZ’S VARIATIONS ON TH E PARADIG M
More elegantly than in Shamir’s novel, the double love triangle in Yehoshua’s
Hame’ahev, illustrated in the diagram below, intertwines symbolically through concerted
references to a missing child, Yigal, whose very name means redeemer, yet who ironically
was run over by a car when he was very young. The novel’s principal lover, Gabriel
Arditti, functions as one potential replacement for the lost Yigal. When Gabriel faints
from hunger in Adam’s office, Adam relives the aftermath of his son’s accident: “I
picked him up in my arms,” he says about the man who will become his wife’s lover, “a
light warm body. . . .”34 It very quickly becomes clear that Adam’s obsessive search for
his wife’s lover—not to kill him but rather to restore him to the family’s bosom—is an
attempt to replace the missing child.
Dafi’s lover Na’im functions as yet another replacement for the missing Yigal.
When she first meets him, it hits her “in a flash” that he looks “a bit like Yigal, there’s
something about him, some similarity, and they don’t realize it, they don’t
understand. . . . And if I tell them they’ll say, ‘Nonsense, what do you know about Yigal,
you never saw him.’”35 Dafi is mistaken here, for while the connection between Yigal
and Gabriel never registers explicitly in Adam’s consciousness, and only flickers across
Asya’s dreams,36 as soon as Adam lays eyes on Na’im, he feels “a little stab of pain in my
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heart. I was reminded of Yigal, I don’t know why, something about those dark eyes.”37
When Na’im is slightly wounded in Adam’s garage, the link is reinforced and further
drives home the relevance of Gabriel’s earlier collapse: “[S]uddenly . . . you see a
boy . . . covered in blood. . . . The cuts aren’t deep, but all that blood scares me . . . this
isn’t the first time you’ve seen a boy lying in a pool of blood.”38 There is nothing subtle,
then, about the connection between both of this novel’s lovers and the lost Yigal.
Subtler is the formation of a classical Agnonian double triangle paradigm through
the existence of yet another Yigal in this novel. For surely it is no coincidence that Dafi’s
alternate love interest is an adolescent named Yigal Rabinovitch, who, although seem-ingly uninteresting, is nonetheless useful and available for her purposes. Dafi asks him
to switch places with her in class so that she might doze off unobserved by the teacher:
He didn’t want to change. . . . So I started buttering him up, smiling at
him, chatting with him during recess, walking home with him after
school and even touching him as if by accident. He found all this a bit
confusing, the dumb cluck, I saw it wouldn’t be long before he started
falling in love with me. He took to waiting for me outside the house in
the morning to walk with me to school, even skipping basketball practice
before class. I didn’t want to overdo it, just enough to persuade him to
change places. He refused and refused but in the end he gave in. Poor
devil, his marks are so bad he could be in real trouble, he’s got a good
reason too for not wanting to be too conspicuous. I really wanted to kiss
him but I had to be careful not to give him the wrong idea.39
We can thus create the following diagram:
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Compared to Tirtza’s Landau in Agnon’s novella, where Landau’s empty Zionist
rhetoric withers along with his courtship, Dafi’s “suitor” acquires a very concrete and
normal presence in Haifa. Indeed, this Yigal is so refreshingly unheroic that his redemp-tive presence loses any transcendental drama. The potential relationship between Dafi
and Yigal Rabinovitch accordingly represents the kind of normalization that Yehoshua
advocates in Bi-zekhut ha-normaliyut (Between Right and Right). This “redeemer” is just
there, ordinary and available.40 However, it is through Na’im that Dafi heals from the
neuroses she developed in response to her family’s dysfunctions. On the sociopolitical
plane, moreover, the Arab Na’im will never be just a “shadow” for her,41 for she has
known him intimately.
Although Hame’ahev ends with Na’im’s vague hopefulness and Adam’s real-ization that he cannot progress without the help of Na’im’s relatives, the progress
of Dafi and Na’im’s relationship remains ambiguous and is always threatened by a
formula that holds out Yigal Rabinovitch’s position as an alternative romantic
option. For when Dafi leads Na’im to a shortcut down the Carmel, they bump into
Yigal Rabinovitch, and Dafi asks herself, “how far am I going to walk with
[Na’im]? To his village? And I parted from him. He could look after himself
now.”42 Dafi then tries to convince Yigal and a friend to accompany her to a café,
but they are still too young to take advantage of this rapprochement. The exchange
nonetheless adumbrates a potential postscript in which a relationship between Dafi
and Yigal remains an open prospect.
This multilateral substitution of lovers for a missing child who symbolizes
national redemption facilitates the family’s negotiation of changing attitudes
toward history and nation. In this negotiation, history and Zionism alternately
occupy the roles of father, God, or an expected redeemer,43 so that Gabriel’s obser-vation about the messianic expectations of the Ÿaredi Jews among whom he
hides—“sometimes . . . they’d beat their breasts as if in pain or yearning for some-thing, the devil knows what, exile perhaps, or the Messiah”44—applies to Adam
and Asya’s misguided yearning to replace their Yigal with substitute elements,
which sends their family on a wild chase that diverts attention away from the
present and the living.
Oz’s bi-generational love triangles in Menuÿah nekhonah are not yoked
together by an individual character as in Agnon’s novella. Rather, as in Yehoshua’s
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Hame’ahev, a shared-lover figure is split and transposed from one historical
moment to another. At stake in this historicized transposition is a preoccupation
with generational continuity in the midst of which we find the motif of a threat-ened or missing child. This becomes evident during the climactic existential scene
in which the protagonist, Yonatan, faces death in the wilderness as he once did on
the battlefield. In this scene, Yonatan links his inability to engender life with a
growing ambivalence toward his parents and their ideology:
Why did I kill them all? Why am I killing them now? What did they do
to me? What did I ever want that I didn’t get? Who am I looking for out
here in the wild? . . . My mother is a wretch. And my father. For I killed
Efrat, and that other baby before her, and turned Rimmona into a
corpse. And now I’m killing their son. And Zaro’s a wretch too. . . . Let
Zaro give her a baby? Let my father die? What was I thinking of all those
rainy nights when I wanted to pick up and go?45
Located at the “high point” of Menuÿah nekhonah,46 this scene functions as a
turning point that enables Yonatan to harmonize, in his own generation, a trian-gular dysfunctionality inherited from his parents. Tempting death by running
across the border to Petra, Yonatan imagines that he will “retrieve” his stillborn
daughter from the City of the Dead. But before long, he desperately turns back,
relinquishing his quest for clear-cut answers to the questions that haunted him “all
those rainy nights.”
These questions, recast as a hyperbolic killing spree for which Yonatan hyster-ically blames himself, actually allude to the mythical Benya Trotsky, who, crazed
by Yonatan’s mother, had unsuccessfully tried to kill Yonatan’s father and commit
suicide. Yonatan mulls over Benya’s farcical spree, recorded in the kibbutz’s collec-tive memory and the tortured imaginations of Yonatan and his father, who perpet-ually wonder whether Yonatan is really Benya’s son. Yonatan becomes obsessed
with the title of a poem that Benya had composed for Ÿava—“But Their Hearts
Were Not True.” Whose hearts? Why plural? True to what?
Through an anachronistic but ultimately successful approach to the Labor Zionist
enterprise, Azaria Gittlin, a reincarnation of Benya, offers a solution to some of
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Yonatan’s troubles. Nicknamed Zaro (stranger) and Chimpanoza, Azaria revamps a
triangulation that links him—via an unmistakable analogy with Benya—to Yonatan’s
parents, Yonatan himself, and Rimmona. Like Benya Trotsky, Azaria represents a
diasporic Jew whose romantic weakness contrasts with the emotional hermeticism
expected from kibbutz stalwarts such as Yolek and Yonatan. But in marked contrast to
Benya, Azaria’s goals in love, labor, and politics hit their intended targets against all
odds, and Azaria manages to find a place for himself within the Lifshitz family and
their community. Although the nickname Zaro reinforces his alien status, he lives up to
the serviceable connotations of his full name (la’azor; to help). Rimmona becomes preg-nant again, this time a baby girl is born, and the question of paternity ceases to concern
anyone. In contrast to the older generation, Yonatan, Azaria, and Rimmona raise their
daughter together in apparent harmony, a harmony that extends to Ÿava and Yolek,
though not to Benya.
Yonatan, Azaria, and Rimmona’s relationship revamps B’dmey yameha’s bitter-sweet ending into a more satisfying image of triangular harmony, which Avraham
Balaban associates with a Jungian model of redemptive yearning that is present
across Oz’s work: “A Perfect Peace does not reject the possibility of redemption. . . .
However, that redemption does not mean freedom from sin and base drives, but
rather the achievement of an equilibrium and harmony among all the components
of one’s psyche.”47 It is interesting that the double triangle structure that I have
traced in this essay matches Jung’s image of the psyche as a double pyramid in
which nature and culture move in opposite directions. The parallels between Jung’s
structure and the novelized paradigm found in Oz’s work and Hebrew fiction at
large bears further investigation. Suffice it to note, here, that in our present exam-ples the double love triangle plot functions historiosophically during heightened
moments of generational transition, when the welfare of the individual and the
nation depend on a renegotiation of redemptive expectations.

G RANTI NG AU NT TI RTZA A SECON D CHANCE
Further cases of interlinked double triangle plots in Hebrew fiction may readily
come to the reader’s mind, including canonical and popular examples that comple--
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ment or extend those listed earlier. To emphasize the paradigm’s indebtedness to
B’dmey yameha, I will wrap up this brief literary history with what at first glance
might seem an unlikely example, Zeruya Shalev’s Ÿayey ahavah.48 Yet this popular
erotic bestseller conforms closely to Agnon’s model, pulling “threads of gold” from
each of the texts discussed above as well as from the Bible and Midrash.49 At the
heart of Ÿayey ahavah’s extended oedipal situation, we again find a conspicuously
missing child, and the dynamic of loss and substitution that ensues from this loss
is conveyed through a rhetoric of atonement and redemption that particularly
recalls Agnon’s Mizraÿ sequence because it revisits the fall of the Temple through
the lens of modern Jewish concerns.
In her youth, Ya’ara’s mother Rachel had met Aryeh while he was recovering
from a battle wound that rendered him sterile. Hoping for children and a more
privileged social position than Aryeh could offer, Rachel married his best friend
instead. Ironically, only after great difficulties did Rachel and Shlomo succeed in
having children at all, and then their second child died of a mysterious congenital
malady. When Aryeh appears one day in her parents’ apartment, Ya’ara, a married
woman already, propels herself into a passionate, quasi-incestuous affair with him.
The affair functions as a journey into her parents’ past, illuminating the thwarted
expectations of their youth, which had surreptitiously imprinted themselves upon
every aspect of Ya’ara’s life, including her relationship with her husband.
Ya’ara’s journey into her parents’ past culminates in the sudden recollection of
a tale that alludes to the biblical struggle between Absalom and King David
(Absalom also being the name of Ya’arah’s dead brother). In the novel’s context,
the tale alludes as well to “a different son of King David, Batsheva’s first child,
conceived in adulterous sin.”50 Significantly, the story that Ya’ara recalls at the end
of the book clarifies the extent of her mother’s emotional involvement with the
barren Aryeh, to whom Rachel had imaginatively attributed the paternity of her
children:
I recalled the story that my mother used to tell my brother Absalom
when he cried. Of course he didn’t understand anything, but the story
calmed him. . . . I hadn’t realized that I remembered this story about
little Absalom and his big black cat named Aryeh [Lion]. Everyone
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asked, how come your cat is named Aryeh? It’s like calling a snake Rabbit
or a dog Fox. But Absalom wouldn’t tell. He knew that Aryeh was the
king of cats and deserved the name of a king, and it was clear to him that
everyone would laugh at him if they discovered this reason. Prove he is
the king of cats, they would tell him, and he couldn’t prove, he could
only feel. He felt that more than Aryeh being his cat, he was Aryeh’s son.
And Absalom liked very much to be the son of a cat.51
The recollection of the story that Rachel told baby Absalom during his brief
life enables Ya’ara to realize that, first of all, her mother named the boy Absalom
to commemorate the passion-laden verses that she and Aryeh once recited to each
other, exalted toward love, as Leah and Akavia were exalted by the Mizraÿ’s lines.
More significantly, the story demonstrates that Rachel had continued to fantasize
about Aryeh, attributing her children to him although they had been conceived
with another man. Ya’ara thus understands that when Absalom died, Rachel felt
punished for her breach of faith with the two men in her life.
This realization is of paramount importance for Ya’ara’s development, as she
always had assumed that her parents’ bitterness stemmed from her own shortcom-ings. As a surviving child (like Yehoshua’s Dafi), Ya’ara had been invested with
redemptive expectations that she could not fulfill. By employing the historisophi-cally inflected rhetoric that we have been tracing throughout this essay, Shalev
actually conveyed this point succinctly during an interview with Ya’akov Besser:
“If Absalom had lived, Ya’ara’s childhood might have been easier, though her
parents’ tragedy begins earlier. Absalom dies before he could disappoint them. I
think that had he lived, they would have seen that he, too, was incapable of
redeeming them.”52 Yet thanks to her affair with Aryeh, Ya’ara comes “so close to
their youth, to their past, the past that is a tame cat one moment and a savage
frightening one next” that she is able to realize how her lifelong attempt to atone
for baby Absalom’s death had grown from a misplaced judgment.53
This realization is transposed into the novel’s intertextual conversation with
the Bible and Midrash, as Ya’ara applies her epiphanies to an eccentric interpreta-tion of the Aggadot heÿurban (Legends of the Fall of the Temple), a text she carries
around as research material for her master’s degree. Ya’ara now interprets these
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legends in light of insights gleaned from her liaison with the figure that hovered
within the deepest recesses of her parents’ intimacy, surreptitiously undermining
her relationship with them and with her husband.
Realizing that her family’s dysfunctions did not stem from the death of baby
Absalom or from her own inability to repair this loss, but rather resulted from a
sequence of failed redemptive shortcuts of which Aryeh is a living reminder,
Ya’ara transposes this knowledge into an innovative feminist interpretation of
three Aggadot heÿurban that blame well-meaning women for a lack of fortitude in
their more powerful male counterparts.54 Yet, paradoxically, through this interpre-tative exercise she again places herself in the role of a pseudo-prophetic redeemer
whose insights aim to forestall any future tragedies stemming from an inability to
sympathize precisely with the characters condemned in the Midrash.55
Unlike Agnon’s Tirtza, Ya’ara withdraws in good time from her futile quest
to mend the past, but she withdraws only on a personal level, renouncing both her
marriage to the placid Yoni and her extramarital affair with Aryeh, who loses all
appeal after Ya’ara finishes milking him for information about her parents’ youth.
On an intellectual plane, however, Ya’ara embarks on a new ploy to decode the
past in order to control the future, for now she weds herself to a book, and closets
herself with it as a substitute for the two men she has equally rejected, as well as
for a child of her own.
Over and above its historiosophic platform, the double love triangle plot in
Hebrew fiction portrays two or more generations at odds with each other’s rela-tionship to history. The first generation carelessly dismisses conflicting demands
in an attempt to stave off disaster and hasten practical redemption. The shortcut
problems are then inherited by the next generation, which suddenly finds itself
mired in patterns of behavior that stymie its growth. The second generation is
then forced to question, rectify, and redeem in its own way those elements so
hastily discarded by the parents. The shared lover figure—through whom the
second generation conducts its reinterpretation of history—embodies those
discarded elements still hovering in the family’s consciousness.
In Agnon’s novella, Leah replaces God with Akavia, recasting traditional
redemptive expectations into romantic yearnings. Soon, Leah’s father replaces
Akavia with Mintz in a futile attempt to prevent further untimely deaths in his
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family. Tirtza inherits the burden of both these failed redemptive shortcuts. She
reacts to her greatest loss, the absence of her mother, by embracing the suitor
whom her grandfather had discarded; rechannels the rhetoric of the Mizraÿ that
her mother truncated; binds herself to her father’s desire for atonement; and
produces a child to stave off the physical threat of extinction that tags this family.
Despite all this, redemption is not granted either in the historiosophic sense of
national fulfillment or in the modern sense of personal happiness.
Among the Israeli examples outlined, Oz’s Yonatan and Shalev’s Ya’ara follow
the pattern of their ancestress Tirtza, coming to realize that beyond a certain point
they cannot recreate their parents’ past choices. Seeking new models of personal
satisfaction still tied to the safety of the nation, Yonatan welcomes an unconven-tional inclusive model of intimacy that is more humane and practical than that
which Yolek, Ÿava, and Trotsky chose. Shalev’s Ya’ara, by contrast, issues an
apocalyptic warning based on insights gleaned from her detective-like, semi-inces-tuous journey into her parents’ past. Yehoshua’s Dafi improves upon Tirtza’s
predicament by leaving all choices open between her two love interests, Na’im and
Yigal. Thus, the exasperated challenge that Dafi throws at her mother during a
Zionist history lesson applies to the family’s misguided replacement of one lost
Yigal with an entity equally incapable of redeeming her family. Only an accidental
improvement in the connection between generations (mother–daughter) and social
groups (Arab–Jew) enables Dafi to begin healing from a shock-induced insomnia
that, as in Shalev’s novel, represents an apocalyptic wake-up warning.
While Yonatan, Ya’ara, and even Dafi’s journeys of self-discovery enable them
to identify the original decisions that engendered them, Shamir’s Uri is so
estranged from his parents that he never gets an opportunity to understand his
own choices in light of their history. On the one hand, his pathetic accident
becomes a tragic escape from personal problems. On the other hand, Rutka’s
memories reveal that Uri’s life was bound and borrowed from the start. Ultimately,
this family carries on only because of Mika’s love for Uri’s father, when she decides
to keep her pregnancy for his sake.
In this, Shamir may have illustrated for future writers a full-blown application
of Agnon’s subtle superposition of decontextualized ’akedaic motifs upon oedipal
tensions in which a redemptive drive, often thwarted, manifests itself through the
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replacement of a missing child by a shared lover. The paradigm’s key feature, the
lover shared symbolically or actually between two generations, functions as a meta-phor for national and personal redemptive ideals and possibilities that each gener-ation inherits and must negotiate anew in order to survive.
The shared lover embodies elements that were rejected by previous generations, but
which still hover by the wayside of history, claiming attention. The second generation’s
quest to uncover the roots of its own dysfunctional love life thus results in a reassess-ment of emotional and social processes, “shortcuts” by the parents in an attempt to
hasten redemption and achieve normalcy. The paradigm’s thematic and structural
entanglement of oedipal and ’akedaic elements suggests that, grafted upon an ’akedaic
seed, oedipal tensions enhance and modernize a generational conflict that had been
suppressed by the ’akedah’s harmonization of personal commitment and national conti-nuity. While the ’akedah’s traditional context portrays two generations moving together
toward an ideal redemption, the Freudian model (more so in Family Romance than in
the Oedipus complex) stipulates that no civilization can progress without generational
conflict and its subsequent resolution.
From this angle, we can hazard an answer to some of the questions posed at
the onset of this essay. First, it is important to underscore how well the double
paradigm’s historiosophic articulation of ’akedaically inflected Oedipus complexes
dramatizes what Feldman has identified as an uneasy fit between ’akedaic and
oedipal modes tangled up in Israeli literature and criticism. To understand why a
plot pattern that joins two generations through a shared lover dominates so many
works of modern Hebrew literature, we must understand why the modern Jewish,
and particularly Israeli imagination, has superimposed a revised ’akedaic myth
upon an oedipal impulse, and why this combination has become so powerful that
it manages to displace the ’akedah’s traditional exegetical context and actual biblical
details in order to serve as a catch-all model of generational strife. Agnon’s system-atic conflation of modern psychological insights and traditional Jewish scripts
occupies a primary position in the dissemination of this entanglement, particularly
because it tightens the connection between oedipal and ’akedaic tensions projected
from a psychosexual plane toward an historical progression that charts the course
of two or more generations.
The bi-generational double triangle plot is useful to contemporary Israeli
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novelists because, during critical years of national formation and consolidation, its
historiosophic resonances and intimate family microcosm enables Israeli novelists
to hedge their bets, as it were, between a desire for modernity and a longing for
“tribal” perseverance. This idea propagates Agnon’s enterprise and simultaneously
activates sociopolitical elements that are tenuous in his work. While Freud’s under-standing of civilization equates progress with an acknowledgement and resolution
of generational conflict, the ’akedah suppresses generational conflict for the sake of
physical and ideological continuity against all odds.
The double triangle paradigm, however, represents a generational continuum
that does not preclude a struggle to control historical processes. Sons and daughters
thus consciously bear the burden of their parents’ broken dreams and launch into a
quest to discover the hidden sorrows and transgressions in their parents’ lives.
Through direct or symbolic contact with a lost or rejected figure who embodies
these fault lines, the members of the second generation revisit their parents’
choices and reinterpret the past. Nonetheless, each narrative ends at best with an
ambiguous promise of regeneration tinged with warning.
The double triangle paradigm offers a structural illustration of how “a partic-ular literary form can be suited to the exigencies of historical experience.”56 Since
an ongoing redefinition of Zionist redemption continues to affect every aspect of
Jewish culture, the interlinked bi-generational love plot becomes an apt vehicle for
describing generational transition as a constant reexamination of historicized
hopes and possibilities. The threat against physical survival and the hope for ideo-logical continuity are jointly represented through ’akedaic elements grafted onto a
lover shared between two conflicted generations; discarded by one, he reemerges to
challenge and prod the next. The double triangle structure thus operates as a
history-in-the-making for two generations that vie to control their present and
future through a reinterpretation of the past. We might say that the double
triangle paradigm as a cultural phenomenon encapsulates the anxieties of two
generations over the course of a protracted period of national reformation.
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It was a pleasure to discuss this project with a bright group of McGill students
during the fall of 2002. This is an opportunity to thank Gilad Gevaryahu,
Howard Damie, Kerry McSweeney, David Aberbach, Stacy Beckwith, Nitza
Parry, and Brett Hooton for valuable conversations and references. I am particu-larly indebted to my husband, Dani Wise, for his unfailing patience, and to Yael
Feldman for her generous criticism of the essay.
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